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The Context
Relatively low level of immigration (2,1% foreign, 4,7% foreign-

born, approx 100.000 entries, 15.000 net migration per year)

Migrants are better off than average Hungarians, mainly from
neighbouring countries, no strong/visible ethnic communities

In 2013 the number of asylum seekers increased tenfold, about
17.000 as by the end of August – one of the biggest in the EU.

There is a marginal but predominantly negative representation of
migrants and immigration in the news media: illegal entries, 
human smuggling, criminality, social dumping (36 news items vs
1263 on Roma in 2nd half of 2012); the opinion, analysis and
reporting items are even less frequent but more balanced. 
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Methodology
Two fields: mainstream commercial/tabloid media and

community media (facebook)

Two topics in each: two immigrant celebrities and two
local conflicts related to immigration

WS1: eight interviews with editors, content providers and
researchers

WS2: six open meetings (focus groups) with audience
and users; and one with media workers
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Joshi - The Indian Sage
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Joshi - The Indian Sage
Open, friendly, wise, helpful, spiritual

Media persona consistent with public perception

Positive image both as a counsellor/sage both as an
immigrant (despite the characteristics of his show)

Hungarians’ mainly positive, romanticized stereotypes of
Indians are reinforced by his image

Not seen as an immigrant, „could be one of us”
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Pákó - The African Clown
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Pákó - The African Clown
Silly, stupid, vulgar, lame, loser

Consistent media persona, losing popularity

Negative image, mockery is the source of entertainment

Reinforces popular negative stereotypes about Africans

Perceived as an immigrant – a point of reference for both
generalisations and distinctions
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The Town Stabbed in the Heart
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The Town Stabbed in the Heart
Immigrants: Criminality, violence, terrorism, bullying, sexual

harrassment, cultural inferiority, religious fundamentalism, 
epidemic diseases

Human Rights Groups: double standards, betraying the
community/nation, ignorant about the local reality

Government/municipality: traitors, serving foreign/alien interests

Foreigners are to blame for the problems of the community

The group is marginalised, but often used as a popular reference
„there is a certain truth in it…”
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The Alien Bear
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The Alien Bear
A direct and conscious parody of the 

Balassagyarmat facebook-group

Shows the absurdity of blaming all our problems 
on a single issue

Provides platform for expressing emotions and 
frustration with a playful and harmless way

Created by a former admin of the hate-group, 
ambiguous programme and role
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Conclusions (based on interview and focus-group findings)

Superficial knowledge, no ethical standards, understated 
responsibility of editors

Capitalising on and reinforcing of popular stereotypes is common
in media

Negative community media communication is effective and very 
difficult to influence/counterbalance

Media workers and editors need to be talked to or trained directly

Public education and youth work is an effective form of influencing 
public perceptions
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Thank you for your attention!

andras.kovats@menedek.hu

www.menedek.hu

www.facebook.com/menedekegyesulet


